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a b s t r a c t
Personal social networks reveal potential sources of dyadic social influence. Social
influence is picked up as a main principle of Axelrod’s model of cultural dissemination.
Even though social influence is performed via social networks, the model is generally
just run on a regular lattice instead of more complex network topologies. In this paper,
we analyse a concurrent extension to Axelrod’s model for opinion-based groups, and
explore the performance of changing the network topology.
Our objective is to seed the Axelrod model with attitudinal survey data as an
empirical data application. In the model, the culture is a set of features which in turn
is defined by a set of traits. Respectively, in survey data, the attitudes are captured by
items with a fixed set of response options. The direct correspondence of the structure
of survey data to the model makes it an ideal candidate. Here, we simulate and
analyse the extended Axelrod model to explore its dynamics and outcomes, with the
standard Axelrod model results serving as a benchmark. As well as the lattice, which the
Axelrod model is usually simulated on, we test other network topologies. The conducted
simulations explore the parameter space for the uniformly distributed models, and draw
parallels between the results, when applying it to an empirical, attitudinal data set.
After assessing the level of impact of the network structures, we conclude that there
is almost no influence of the underlying network structure on the macro level outcomes.
The reason seems to be that the homophily structure among the individuals outweighs
the impact of the network topology in the long run simulations. Under the premise, that
the number of features is higher than the number of traits and that the system size is
limited, the extended Axelrod model can be used to simulate attitudes from a survey —
without specifying the underlying network.
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC
BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction
Understanding the dynamics and emerging phenomena of online social networks (such as Twitter) is becoming more
ssential to develop an understanding of our current society. On these platforms, the dissemination of opinions becomes
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bservable on a much faster time scale than before. The mechanisms involved in how different opinions or features sustain
n a connected world was investigated in Axelrod’s well known model of cultural dissemination in 1997 [1]. This is an
gent-based model that explores cultural diversity in a system of agents who exert social influence due to similarity [2].
he model has been applied in various areas of research such as Complex Systems, Social Simulations, Physics and Opinion
ynamics, and still is topical over 20 years after its inception [3–6].
The model integrates the principles of homophily and social influence, and it is highly suitable to seed with attitudinal
urvey data. First, the Axelrod model is based on a flexible vector representation of attitudes for each individual, which,
n the original model, represents their personal culture. The items and their response options correspond to the model’s
eatures and traits in the culture vector. Second, the individual’s attitudes are defined by discrete traits, which, in turn
acilitates a direct transfer of survey data into the model. Without the requirement of re-quantifying the attitudes, it
voids measurement errors and the choice of scale as an additional degree of freedom [7].
Axelrod [1] built the model on the assumption that agents are fixed in a lattice and have a limited potential influence.
hoosing the lattice as the agents’ network topology matches a simple geographic or spatial network [8], however, to set
t in context with social networks, in particular, the network topology becomes a degree of freedom throughout various
pplications of the model [9,10]. Our target is to be able to seed the Axelrod model with attitudinal survey data to simulate
he outcomes of social influence. Even knowing people’s attitudes, and their reciprocal influence, in a social system, the
tructure of their social network is still not known. A key point is the precise measurability of the influence of this social
etwork. Even if we could measure the social network (for example, data from an online social media platform as an
pproximation), it would only be a subset of a bigger existing social network with uncaptured external influences.
In this paper, we observe that there is no need to integrate the network topology while seeding Axelrod with empirical
urvey data on attitudes. Regarding the structure and form of social influence which takes place in the Axelrod model, the
robability of interaction is highly dependent on the agents reciprocal similarity. Valori et al. [11] have previously noted
he presence of a ’cultural graph’ as a second, hidden structure in the Axelrod model. In this graph, agents are connected
y their level of similarity, highlighting their overlap in cultural features above a certain threshold, as opposed to their
osition on the lattice. If we underline the fact that similarity is the main factor of social influence between the agents, we
ould use the ’cultural graph’ from Valori et al. [11] as an underlying structure. This implies that there are no additional
ssumptions to integrate for the social network structure. The similarity structure regulates the model’s outcome.
Nevertheless, to explore how network structure impacts the Axelrod model’s outcome, we simulate and test the
odel for a predefined parameter space. As a consequence, the new parameter ’underlying network’ is introduced and
aried, breaking up the standard lattice format from Axelrod’s original model and adding an appropriate structure to
rescribe new interaction potentials to the agents. With this, we want to link previous theoretical approaches with our
ew approach for attitudinal survey data.
Klemm et al. [12] set a foundation of topology changes for the Axelrod model in which they show that this has the
ame dynamics as the standard lattice. They apply the Axelrod model on a small-world network and a random scale-free
etwork to explore its behaviour on other topologies. They review the dynamic of the order–disorder transition which is
een in the original model and discover for which set of parameters (i.e. number of traits) it is achieved in these complex
etworks. Although introducing different network structures, the transition in the model persists. As well as an adjustment
f the rules of influence, Kuperman [9] presents an analysis based on a small-world structure. The integration of a majority
ule changes the copying of traits to a calculated ranking of traits of the agents neighbourhood. The interacting agent will
hen adopt the most common trait for its feature. Through this, as the underlying structure gains importance, they change
t to a small-world network. However, in [9] the network extension is only studied with their new interaction rule. Hence
bserving the sole influence of the small-world network structure is not possible.
Another approach was made by Guerra et al. [10] which, unlike Kuperman [9], focus directly on the dynamics of the
xelrod model in case of a different network topology. They change the topology not to small-world, but to a scale-free
etwork. Regardless of the adjustments, global consensus is still reachable. Additionally, Guerra et al. [10] consider not
nly the global consensus as an outcome but also the formation of consensus on one particular feature. Referring to the
ynamical processes on the feature level, the results do not differ significantly when applying it to a random network or
n a lattice.
The approaches for changing the network structure in the Axelrod model pave the way for a corresponding analysis.
n our case, we want to explore the influence of the network structure to the limited parameter set for higher number
f features than traits, due to our interest in ultimately modelling survey data where the number of questions (features)
sually exceeds the available response options (traits). Until now, to this specified subset of parameters, the exploration
f the influence of the network structure is limited. Adding this new parameter of topology into the model raises the
uestion of whether there are emerging differences or deviations from the order–disorder transition as the underlying
etwork structure varies.
To observe a persistence of different cultures (here: distinct vectors of features) as an outcome of the Axelrod model,
he initial number of traits has to be high while the number of features are low [13]. If the number of features is greater
han traits, usually there will be consensus with only one culture emerging [14]. If using, for example, survey data to seed
he Axelrod model as in [11], this will usually gave a large number of items (which are represented by features) and only
small number of traits (for example the Likert scale which commonly uses 5 or 7 points [15]). This will yield a single
luster at the end which is typically not what is observed in real social systems, eg. [16].2



































Here, we use an extension to the Axelrod model from MacCarron et al. [17]. This model adds an agreement threshold
to the social influence process which tends to yield multiple clusters in the final state. This reflects more accurately
the constraints of opinion-based social influence. More specifically, people are unlikely to be positively influenced by an
attitude that is some distance from their own [18]. Using the extended Axelrod model we simulate different parameter
constellations to test the influence of four network structures, in particular Erdős–Rényi, Small-World, Barabási–Albert
and complete network. In order to have a benchmark to classify the results, we also run all simulations on the standard
Axelrod model.
We limit the exploration of the parameter space by virtue of a long-term view. The number of features and traits
should reflect possible data sets regarding attitudes. The discrete steps on the Likert-scale for an attitude-related item
may be seen as the corresponding traits for a feature. Hence, the answering scale in forthcoming data determines and
limits the number of traits we are interested in.
Our focus on small system sizes for the model and our simulations is motivated by the limited size of attitudinal
survey data. For an application on empirical data sets, we use two surveys on public health attitudes in the United
Kingdom [19,20] (N = 729 & N = 196) and show how the Axelrod model can be used to simulate attitude changes
rom attitudinal survey data without specifying the network topology of the participants.
Finally, we will discuss our findings and emphasise the possible impacts on simulating attitudinal survey data. In the
nd, we observe that the homophily structure outweighs the influence of the network topology in our extended Axelrod’s
ultural Dissemination Model.
. Axelrod’s model of cultural dissemination
In the following, the original, standard Axelrod model will be explained as well as the added extensions.
.1. Standard Axelrod model
The Axelrod model [1] is a simplistic approach to the dissemination of culture through a social network. Within the
odel’s network, each agent i is defined by one vector vi of F cultural features (vi = (νi1, νi2, . . . , νiF )T) in which in turn
ach feature is determined by a set of traits (q). The number of traits quantifies the available characteristics of each feature
nd an agent holds one particular trait per feature (νiF ). The underlying agents’ social network is a regular 2D-lattice and
pecifies the possible interaction partners for the agent. Each agent has four neighbours to interact with, except for the
gents on the edges and in the corners which have just three or two neighbours.
The dyadic interaction between the agents is based on two principles. First, homophily defines the possibility of
nteraction. The agents prefer to interact with neighbours who are more similar to them. With increasing overlap of
he agents cultural vectors, the probability of interaction and therefore influence increases proportionally. Second, the
gents experience social influence due to interaction. Through the interaction, they become more similar in their cultural
ectors as the agent takes over one of the neighbours features.
At the beginning of the simulation, the initial F features of the agents’ cultural vectors are uniformly randomly
istributed. While simulating the model, in every time step, an agent is selected randomly and likewise one of its
eighbours. The probability to interact depends on the similarity of their cultural vectors (i.e. number of common features).
f the interaction takes place, the agent simply copies one of the neighbours traits for a feature in which they hold a
ifferent trait. After a successful influence, the agent has changed one trait in a feature of his cultural vector and is now
ore similar to his neighbour. It is important to note that agents which have no features in common cannot interact as
he interaction probability is zero (for a more detailed description of the process, see in SI, Sec. 5.3.1 and Fig. 12).
The standard Axelrod model has the lattice size (L × L), which is equal to the number of agents (N), the length of the
ultural vector (F ), number of traits per feature (q) and the number of events (t) as variables to calibrate. The simplicity
nd unspecified applicability of the model take it to a high level of abstraction, therefore extensions of the model are
ommon [13]. The following introduces two extensions: an agreement threshold developed by MacCarron et al. [17] and
he integration of different topologies as underlying network structure.
.2. Extensions
.2.1. Agreement threshold
First of all, to integrate an agreement threshold, a further assumption must be made. In the original model, the cultural
alues where treated as nominal data, therefore they had no implicated order. Here, we determine these values to be
rdinal, as they would be in a survey. An agreement threshold is integrated so that agents only interact when their cultural
raits are within a certain range, thereby reflecting commonly acknowledged constraints on social influence [18,21]. This
ange of influence is set by the agreement threshold a: two individuals i and j can copy feature k, if |νi,k − νj,k| ≤ a. The
rocess of copying is more restricted and is depended on the current position of the changing feature. This is similar to
he idea of bounded confidence [22], however, it takes the threshold into account before and not just after interacting.
MacCarron et al. [17] integrate an agreement threshold by adjusting two different mechanisms: likelihood of interac-
ion and possible features which can be copied by an agent. The likelihood of interaction relies in the standard Axelrod
odel on the ratio of common features and the number of total features. With the integration of the agreement threshold,3

































his ratio also includes features that are within a certain agreement threshold and are perceived as similar to the own trait
n this feature. Furthermore, agents can only adopt features which are within the agreement threshold and thus do not
ully randomly copy a new position. Even though the likelihood to interact is higher between the interacting agents, after
he interaction it stays the same because only features within the range are copied. The new mechanism is analogous to
he latitude of acceptance from the Social Judgement Theory set up by Sherif and Hovland [18]. For a comparison to the
tandard Axelrod model and a detailed description of the process, we provided an additional section in the SI (see Sec.
.3.2 and Fig. 12).
.2.2. Underlying topology
As a second adjustment we introduce to the Axelrod model the topology which defines the underlying social network
nd possible interaction partners of the agents. Here we present four network structures that we integrate into our model
s a social network. Although we only integrate a small number of possible topologies, these are common in complex
etworks literature (see [23]). The model covers a large variety of topological characteristics like degree distribution,
ensity and average degree as well as including different variations of the Barabási–Albert graph.
(1) A complete graph is a fully connected network. The number of links in the network is at its maximum. That is to
say that every agent is connected to all other N − 1 agents in the network and is therefore able to influence them,
if they have at least one feature in common or are within the agreement threshold.
(2) A Erdős–Rényi graph is a random network created by adding a link between each pair of nodes with some
probability p. The degree distribution follows a binomial distribution with mean degree p(N − 1). It is widely used,
but is a poor representation of a social network [24].
(3) A Barabási–Albert graph is a network with a degree distribution that follows a power law. The graph is built by
continuously attaching new nodes to the network until the selected number N of nodes is reached. In the process
every new node is added with a number ofm edges. The edge connection follows the rule of preferential attachment,
which means that nodes with a higher degree have a higher probability of being linked to the new node. This favours
the existence of a few nodes as hubs (i.e. nodes with a very high degree) in the network. For example, the World
Wide Web is structured like a scale-free network [25]. It is more likely for a web site to connect to a popular one
which already has a high number of links.
(4) A Watts–Strogatz graph is a small-world network developed from a regular graph by rewiring links of a circular
graph by a certain probability. The nodes, distributed as a circle, are regularly connected to k of their nearest
neighbours. With a probability pr each link is rewired randomly to a new neighbour. The creators [26] rate it to be
a good representation of a social network due to high clustering effect and a short characteristic path length.
. Simulations
In this section, we examine the behaviour of the extended Axelrod model, using a broad range of simulations, to
dentify how network topology influences outcomes.
To enhance the comparability, the simulations are computed for standard Axelrod model and MacCarron’s agreement
hreshold extensions. To ensure the robustness of the results, the simulations are usually run over 500 times. In the results,
e refer to the means as well as their confidence intervals. The time horizon in the simulation is set to include the full
ange of the models dynamics and to examine what to expect in an unlimited amount of time steps. Based on observations
n the simulations, the models always reach consensus or do not change anymore before reaching the limiting time. The
umber of edges introduced in each network topology is approximately the same as would be present in Axelrod’s original
D-lattice topology for the same system size. This fosters the comparability purpose and, importantly, it also limits the
ossible parameter space for our simulations.
For the original Axelrod model, the number of edges in a 2D-lattice with 100 agents is 180 (= 2L2 −2L) where L is the
ength of one side of the 2D-lattice. Correspondingly, the random graph is generated with 100 nodes and 180 edges. The
arabási–Albert graph and the Small-World network are computed with an average node degree of four and they include
herefore around 200 edges. Additionally, the Small-World network requires a rewiring probability pr (see Section 2.2.2),
hich is set here to 0.5. Due to its definition, the complete graph holds the maximum number of edges for 100 agents
5050 = N(N + 1)/2).
The indicators of the model’s outcome are the number of clusters, which is the number of groups of individuals with
dentically characterised features in their cultural vector, the mean cluster size, the mean number of individuals that have
he same opinion and, lastly, the order parameter, Smax. The order parameter is widely used and allows us to compare the
esults to other approaches (see, for example [10,12,13] etc.) The order parameter is the size of the largest group of agents
hich hold the same cultural vector divided by the overall system size N . For instance, a value of 1 means that there is
ne large opinion cluster which contains all agents in the system. The results are displayed in the following section and
urther values, to reflect the development process, are shown in the Supplementary Information.4

























Fig. 1. The two figures display the results for the number of clusters at the final state in relation to number of features (F = 3 to F = 10): (a)
o agreement threshold; (b) with agreement threshold a=1. The results include five different topologies (1) 2D-lattice; (2) Small-World graph; (3)
rdős–Rényi graph (random graph); (4) Barabási–Albert graph (5) Complete graph. The system consists of 100 agents. The 95% confidence intervals
re marked.
.1. Results
Our main interest is seeding the Axelrod model with empirical data, mainly attitudes captured by surveys. The features
ould represent the number of items in a survey and the traits could be seen as response options on a discrete scale. In
ur simulations, we explore the parameter space of interest which covers a low number of features and traits.
First, we simulate a model with an increasing number of features to test the emergences for varying the topology
ariable. Secondly, we focus on the Barabási–Albert graph, adjusting the number of links in the underlying network. As we
bserve that the influence of the topology for a limited number of features is vanishingly small, we expand our parameter
pace to a higher number of features and traits. However, even with an expanded parameter space, it will show the same
ffect.
.1.1. Adjustment to integrated number of features
Here we gradually increase the number of features from 3 to 10, holding the number of traits fixed (q = 4). The
nderlying network structures are a 2D-lattice, Small-World graph, random graph, Barabási–Albert graph and complete
raph. The number of agents is N = 100 and the maximum number of events is limited to 150,000.
The two figures show the data points for each topology with an agreement threshold (a = 1) and without agreement
threshold, see Fig. 1a–b. Each data point is the mean number of clusters for 500 simulation runs. Moreover, the mean
number of clusters is embedded in its 95%-confidence interval which is shown by the coloured lines around the data
points.
For the standard Axelrod model without an agreement threshold (Fig. 1a), the mean number of clusters is 1 for all F
features, except for F = 3 where it is slightly higher. The development of the mean number of clusters with an agreement
threshold (Fig. 1b) shows an increasing number of clusters for increasing F features.
The figures capture the results for the five topologies. In comparison to the standard Axelrod model’s topology (2D-
lattice), the mean number of clusters does not deviate significantly. Fig. 1b shows that for a rising number of features the
means (with agreement threshold (a = 1)) is increasing across all topologies. For F = 3 it is around 10, it rises almost
inearly up to over 70 for F = 10. However, with focus on the variation, indicated by the confidence interval, there is
difference for the complete graph. The confidence interval is getting broader with an increasing number of features.
onetheless, it is worth to mention that the complete graph is the only graph, which by definition is run with a different
umber of edges. The number of edges is much higher (over 25 times) in contrast to the other four topologies.
Regarding the results without an agreement threshold, all topologies have a very low mean number of clusters. It is
lose to one except for the random graph (see Fig. 1), although it is only slightly higher in a constant way. The reason for
his is the way how we construct the random networks. In a randomised procedure, we generate 10,000 random graphs
ike in our simulations and observe the number of nodes with a degree of zero. Aligned with that, we compute the mean
umber of nodes which are connected in the random graph generation. In only 7.29% of the cases, all nodes of the system
ere linked, while the mean number of nodes that were connected was 97.26. This gives a clear hint on how the variation
n the number of clusters occur: one cluster with 97 nodes and 3 clusters each including one single node with a degree
f zero.
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Fig. 2. Simulation results of Axelrod model with a Barabási–Albert graph as underlying topology with a variation of added ties for each node (m = 5
to m = 10). The number of features and traits is fixed to 5 (F = q = 5). The major distinction between the two figures is agreement threshold
extension: (a) no agreement threshold; (b) agreement threshold is set to 1 (a = 1). The region around the mean is their 95% confidence interval.
All in all, across these topological variations, we receive nearly the same results for our selected parameter set. The
differences of the number of clusters for the standard Axelrod model and the agreement threshold model could be
explained by the distinct copying process. In the Standard Axelrod model, agents copy their neighbours’ features until
their cultural vectors are the same. In the agreement threshold model, this process of local convergence is limited so
that the agents converge only until they integrated all features which were within their agreement threshold. The higher
number of features in the model leads to a higher number of cultural vector variations. Consequently, the number of
clusters based on the same cultural vectors rises (see Fig. 1b).
3.1.2. Impact of number of edges through the example of the Barabási–Albert topology
In the previous simulations with the Barabási–Albert graph the number of added edges for every node is set to m = 2.
This leads to an average degree of k = 4 for each node (k = 2m). It was chosen to set the number of nodes as close
as possible to the standard model with a 2D-lattice. The following results will show the properties of the final state for
the model for m going from 5 to 10. By raising m, we change the number of edges in the model, however, we hold the
number of nodes constant. The number of features is F = 5, the number of traits is q = 5 and the number of agents is
N = 100. Every data point in the figure was run 500 times and represents the mean.
In addition, the order parameter (Smax) is used in the results with a small adjustment. In order to display it in a more
precise way, and with the other parameters, we make use of its property, displaying it as a percentage. Fig. 2a shows the
results for varying m in the extended Axelrod model with a Barabási–Albert graph. The mean cluster size and the mean
biggest cluster are at every variation of m at 100, and therefore the mean cluster size at 1. For all values of m between 5
and 10, it has no influence on the outcome of the model.
Integrating an agreement threshold, Fig. 2b shows the same results: almost no change when varying m. The mean
biggest cluster at every variation of m is about 10 and the mean number of clusters is about 38. The mean cluster size is
always about 3. Furthermore, also a higher number of features leads to no changes.
Without an agreement threshold, the results are identical for all variations of m. The mean size of the order parameter
Smax in the network is always at its maximum. Correspondingly, the mean cluster size is always at 100 and the mean
number of clusters is at 1. For all variations of m one big opinion cluster is formed at the end of the simulation. With an
agreement threshold, the mean number of clusters (≈95), the mean size of the biggest cluster (≈2) and the mean cluster
size (≈1) are nearly the same for all variations of m. Showing that varying the parameter m leads to the same results,
olding everything else constant.
.1.3. Impact of number of features and traits to the model’s output
The driving force of Axelrod’s model is social influence, driven by homophily in features and traits. Besides the
umber of agents, the number of features and traits per feature were Axelrod’s only possible system specifications [1].
urthermore, depending on the parameter choice, a order–disorder transition can be observed.
In the interest of achieving different final states, we set up a simulation for the standard Axelrod model with variation
f features from 2 to 10 and traits from 4 to 34. Therefore, unlike our previous simulations, a higher number of traits is
ntegrated, in order to expect a shift from consensus to a stage with multiple opinions, e.g. [27]. The observed variable is
he biggest fraction in the system (Smax). Due to observation, we set the time horizon to 300,000 time steps. In this case,
t does not limit the simulations by the reason that they stop before because (a) no changes within 10,000 time points or
b) consensus is reached. Every parameter combination is simulated 60 times and is displayed through a heatmap, which6
A. Dinkelberg, P. MacCarron, P.J. Maher et al. Physica A 578 (2021) 126086Fig. 3. Simulation results of Axelrod model displayed on a heatmap. On the x-axis number of features is going from 2 to 10, on the y-axis the
number of corresponding traits per feature is specified, in which it raises from 4 to 34 in steps of 3. The dependent variable in the heatmap is
the mean Smax as a fraction of the whole network. It is calculated out of 60 simulation runs. The numbers in the squares indicate the mean time
to stabilise. Each heatmap shows a model with a different topology: (a) 2D-lattice; (b) Small-World graph; (c) Erdős–Rényi graph (random graph);
(d) Barabási–Albert graph with m = 2; (e) Barabási–Albert graph with m = 4; (f) Complete graph.
shows by colour the mean size of Smax. On top of that, we measure the mean time to stabilise for the system, which
is shown by the number in each square of the heatmap. After the set up on the standard Axelrod model, we rerun the
process with different topologies, for a Small-world graph, a random graph, two Barabási–Albert graphs and a complete
graph.
Throughout the different heatmaps in Fig. 3, the development of the biggest fraction can be divided into two regions,
light and dark blue. Light blue as top of the introduced scale indicates that Smax is near or equals the system size, whereas
dark blue is to read as a split up into fractions which number is near the system size. In the standard Axelrod model
(Fig. 3a), the dark blue region in the top-left corner reaches nearly to the bisector and then transforms into a light blue
region. The model needs more time to stabilise if it gets near to one cluster. In the heatmaps with a similar number of
edges (3b–d) but different topologies, similar final states and distribution of the regions are observed. The regions of high
Smax tend to be bigger and the mean time to stabilise is lower than on the 2D-lattice. Nevertheless, the differences in
the overall results of the model are small.
In heatmap 3e, the average number of connections to other agents doubles, which increases notably the times the
model is running towards one big opinion cluster. Finally, running the simulations on the fully connected graph (Fig. 3f),
greatly diminishes the region of a low Smax and increases the stabilisation time in comparison to all other topologies.7











Fig. 4. The figures are showing the same parameter variations and setting as in Fig. 3, but with an integrated agreement threshold of 1. Each
eatmap shows a model with a different topology: (a) 2D-lattice; (b) Small-World graph; (c) Erdős–Rényi graph (random graph); (d) Barabási–Albert
raph with m = 2; (e) Barabási–Albert graph with m = 4; (f) Complete graph.
It is worth noting that the split up of the opinions in the system is dependent on the proportion of features to traits.
Additionally, it should be stated that the same average connections per node (see Fig. 3a-d) produces model development,
while a higher number of connections leads the model towards one opinion cluster more often.
As a part of our extended Axelrod model, we analyse the same outcomes, given by the features and traits, on a model
with an agreement threshold (a = 1). Every heatmap in Fig. 4 repeats the same structure consequently showing a mean
max as a fraction near 0. The only overall exception is the left and bottom border, where the fraction size augments. The
ifference is given by the time horizon the system needs to stabilise. As in Fig. 3, the system needs longer to stabilise if
here are more connections (see Fig. 4e,f).
In the end, by only taking into account the disclosed system behaviour, integrating the agreement threshold eliminates
he observed impact of the underlying topology. Underlying that the results are not only a phenomenon of an agreement
hreshold of 1, we tested the same specifications for a = 2, leading to the same results. The higher agreement threshold
as only an expected influence on the bottom-left region.
.1.4. Application of the extended Axelrod model to attitudinal data
A uniformly random distribution is widely used for initially seeding the features in Axelrod models [2,5,12]. The
ommon focus on the random distribution avoids adding another parameter to the model and enhances comparability.8






Fig. 5. Our Axelrod model is seeded with the data set from [19] with participants from the United Kingdom. Additionally, we introduce the agreement
threshold and different topologies (2D-lattice, Small-World graph, Erdős–Rényi graph, Barabási–Albert graph and complete graph). The model captures
729 agents with 10 features and 4 traits for each feature. The figures show (a) the mean number of clusters and (b) the mean Smax for no agreement
hreshold and with agreement threshold (a = 1 up to a = 3). Additionally, the error bars show the 95% confidence interval around the means.
onetheless, seeding the Axelrod model with empirical data could shed light on different emergences and dependencies
n data structure (e.g. [11,28]). It reduces additionally the level of abstraction and demonstrates the applicability of the
xelrod model to empirical data. Here, in particular, we demonstrate that the results for seeding the Axelrod model with
ample data sets are similar to the results based on the random distribution.
Due to the focus on attitudes, we use two survey data sets on public health attitudes:
1. The Wellcome Global Monitor [19] conducted a survey in 2018 in order to collect data from over 140 countries
with a sample of 1000 participants in each country. The health survey encompasses public attitudes to science and
health. Our selected subset of 10 items deals with trust in organisations, institutions and science.1
2. Building on the items of the Wellcome Global Monitor [19], Maher et al. [20] (Study 1a) provide a longitudinal data
set on public health attitudes from 2020 in the United Kingdom. The items were taken from the Wellcome Trust
health survey [19]: 8 items on trust in people and institutions and 3 items on vaccines.2
Both surveys have no known underlying social network. For this reason, we can simply add different types of underlying
topologies to run our simulations. In addition, given the format specification of items (i.e. constant number of traits and
number of features is higher than the number of traits), they are ideal candidates to test our extended Axelrod model.
The application to the data sets should give an insight on how to seed the extended Axelrod model with survey data.
Data set 1 [19]. Out of the pool of countries we choose the data from the United Kingdom as an example for the application
of the Axelrod model. It enacts as a precursor for our second data set [20].
The data set includes 769 individuals from the United Kingdom who answered 10 public health items (F = 10). Each of
these 10 items has 4 response options (A lot; Not much; Some; Not at all) that correspond to the number of traits (q = 4).
The standard Axelrod model is build on a N × N-lattice and this limits the system size in our simulation to N = 729
(27 × 27). We seed the model with the survey data and run simulations for the five different topologies. Additionally,
we vary the agreement threshold (a = 1 to a = 3 and no agreement threshold). The time is set to 10,000,000 time steps.
With this parameter set, the simulations are repeated 500 times for each topology.
The results are as the same as in the previous sections, the topologies do not make any difference on a large time
scale. Figs. 5a & b display similar results in comparison to the simulations with a discrete and uniform initial distribution
of features. Throughout the standard Axelrod model and the four introduced topologies, we observe that the mean Smax
and the mean number of clusters evolve in the same way. Going from the lowest to the highest agreement threshold, the
Smax raises constantly, and, over and above that, it stays in a small range of final states. The mean number of clusters
is reached for each agreement threshold in the same way. With an increasing agreement threshold, the mean Smax is
getting closer to 1. Although we vary the topology of the seeded Axelrod model, the outcomes on the macro level stay
the same.
1 For direct access to the questionnaire from the Wellcome Global Monitor (Q10–Q12): https://cms.wellcome.org/sites/default/files/wgm2018-
questionnaire.pdf.
2 Maher et al. [20]’s supplementary material provides further information on the survey https://osf.io/a9hdn/?view_only=
ee44ced8b3ed4ca0824f0150f60b60b4.9





Fig. 6. The Axelrod model is seeded with the data set from Study 1a [20]. The simulations are run 500 times with the agreement threshold (a = 1−3)
r no agreement threshold and different topologies (2D-lattice, Small-World graph, Erdős–Rényi graph, Barabási–Albert graph and complete graph).
he model captures 196 agents with 8 features and 4 traits per feature. The figures show (a) the mean number of clusters and (b) the mean Smax.
The error bars show the 95% confidence interval around the mean.
Data set 2 [20]. Conducted in the United Kingdom in March 2020, this data set covers the people’s public health attitudes.
This data set is a follow-up on the previous data set but is conducted online and with a smaller number of participants.
We reduce the data set to 8 items on trust in people and institutions to include only variables with the same number of
traits per feature. The items were to assess trust in: government, science, scientists, doctors, journalists, charity workers,
traditional healers and local communities. The number of items is the number of features in our model (F = 8). The
response options (A lot; Not much; Some; Not at all) correspond to the number of traits (q = 4). Our model only includes
ndividuals who participated in all three time points and, for this purpose, builds on the last (third) time point of the study.
ccording to the specifications of the 2D-lattice, we include N = 196 (= 14 × 14) agents for the simulation. As in the
previous simulation the maximum time steps is set to 10,000,000. The variables are the agreement threshold (a = 1 up
to a = 3) or no agreement threshold and the underlying topology for the agents. The results are in line with the previous
results for long time scales: although we vary the agreement threshold, the influence of the topology is vanishingly small.
In Fig. 6, we observe the same behaviour and range for the mean number of clusters and the order parameter Smax over
all topology variations. It shows the same behaviour for the parameter variations as Fig. 5.
Our results show the application of the Axelrod model to survey data. In contrast to the Wellcome Global Monitor,
the data set from Maher et al. [20] is a longitudinal data set with the same participants over time. In future work, the
Axelrod model could be used to estimate the development of the attitudes over time and relate it to the results from the
survey data. The changes of attitudes of the survey data could define and reduce the time scale. At the moment, we only
explore the dynamics of the model for very long time scales.
3.2. Discussion
Throughout this paper, we have demonstrated that the topology of underlying links between agents has only limited
influence on the simulation outcomes. More specifically, while the number of clusters and cluster size vary, there are no
emergent shifts in the system dynamics in connected graphs. Mostly, varying the topology changes the speed at which the
simulation arrives at a fixed state, where the agents do not change their opinions anymore or one opinion is omnipresent.
In terms of an opinion that is spreading, it shows that more highly connected networks with a short average path length,
change faster. Remarkably, the figures in Section 3.1.1 show that, within a parameter space of F , there is no essential
variations in model outcomes as the underlying structure changes. The heatmaps for the parameter exploration of F and
q underline this. The final states of the model stay the same. More precisely, keeping the average degree per node at the
same level across topologies, will result in equivalent final states. The model is changing due to the ratio of features and
traits.
The influence of integrating an agreement threshold into the model therefore is much higher and the resulting
emergence differs. Without an agreement threshold the presented simulations are going either towards one opinion
cluster or do not get more similar, whereas adding an agreement threshold in the model effectively causes the formation
of one overall opinion to vanish. It divides the agents into a multitude of little clusters. The time for the model to stabilise
increases with the number of links as in results without an agreement threshold. Furthermore, the underlying network
specification made no difference in the emerging dynamics.
Exploring the Barabási–Albert graph as the underlying structure, the findings give no indication that varying the
number of edges m in the network changes the outcome (see Section 3.1.2). Our results for a small number of features
and traits show almost no difference for the variation of m.10
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the five topologies for differently distributed models. With a low number of traits (q = 4) and features (F = 8 or F = 10),
no further information on the social network is required. Nevertheless, research with survey data incorporates the limit
that the data represents a subset of a bigger aggregate. Due to this limit and from a network perspective, this means
that we must consider the survey data a snapshot and as an isolated entity, and that we cannot control for exogenous
effects. Although this limitation is known, there exists a need to link agent-based models with empirical data to validate
the models [2].
The key point in the standard Axelrod model is the existence of a phase transition through a modification of parameters.
Despite equal mechanism the emergence differs. It can provoke a single or a multitude of cultural clusters, representing
the similarity between agents. However, it is only achieved by increasing the traits enormously — as we are interested
in modelling survey data, we focus on cases with more features (representing items) than traits. With an agreement
threshold, it is possible to preserve the model’s diversity with a moderate number of traits and features as shown in the
results and by MacCarron et al. [17]. In this way social influence and homophily lead to a local convergence and global
diversity.
Klemm et al. [12] point out that for a small-world and structured scale-free network the model exhibit the order–
disorder transition like in the standard Axelrod model but for a different time scale. Although we do not test our model
for the purpose to perceive a phase transition, it supports the argument that there exists these emergences and shows
also a variation in the time scale. Additionally, in a supporting role, Pedraza et al. [6] analyse the phase transition for a
complete network. They solve it based on equations and compare their results to those of the simulations. What is crucial
is that they show an existing phase transition for another type of topology in the Axelrod model. Similarly, Pinto and
Pinto and Balenzuela [5] demonstrate how to derive a random network structure for the Axelrod model from a complete
graph. Due to the homophily principle only interaction between agents who have common features is allowed. If there
is no possibility for interaction, the links can be ignored or erased. By having links without function, the complete graph
is reduced in its functionality to a random graph. Furthermore, they observe the same emergences and because of this,
they claim that the Axelrod model’s key parameter is the level of initial similarity among the agents for sparse topologies.
Putting these results together, the final states are independent from the models topology.
Pinto and Balenzuela [5]’s results suggest that there is a more crucial parameter; the similarity between the agents. In
line with this, Valori et al. [11] show that in the Axelrod model exists a second network structure which is described as a
’cultural graph’, where the links are set by the level of similarity above a certain threshold. Valori et al. [11] focus on the
structure of the agents initial data for their cultural vectors. Away from discrete uniformly distributed data, they show
that an ‘ultrametric’ structure in real data has a strong effect on the outcome of the model and that it is independent
from the underlying network structure. While Stivala et al. [28] moderate the findings of [11] by showing that there are
other data specific features with influence, Băbeanu et al. [29] confirm the connection between the initial data and the
models behaviour.
Yet, despite missing divergence in the model’s behaviour over various topologies in the presented literature and in our
simulations, the time to reach a stable state differs. The simulation time is set as the number of possible social influence
events among agents. More opportunities for social influence and a higher probability of interaction result from a higher
number of neighbours, i.e. links. As a result, the likelihood to get to a state where none of the agents are able to perform
influence is decreasing with increasing links between agents. Therefore, it will take longer to reach a stable state or one
opinion cluster.
However, the occurrence of shorter time periods to get to a single opinion cluster with topologies other than the 2D-
lattice (while holding the number of edges constant) can be linked to the network characteristics. On average, the path
length of a Small-World graph, a random graph and a Barabási–Albert graph is shorter than on a 2D-lattice. Furthermore,
it is possible to reach every agent in the network in a shorter time period, for example when spreading an opinion. In
addition, on the grounds that the influence process is simple attitude copying, the spreading process has parallels with a
disease spreading process. As so, the velocity of a disease spread in a scale-free network like Barabási–Albert or a random
graph is higher than a 2D-lattice [30]. Nevertheless, the high level of abstraction in the Axelrod model makes it difficult
to interpret the meaning of one time event for the data: what is the number of contacts between agents or the number
of opinion elaborations, and what is the time equivalent of an event in real time. To specify this, it should be applied to
real data and an introduced definition of an event within the model.
These findings demonstrate that the network topology has little relevance for the outcome of the model. Our current
results fully support this. We show that under three conditions topology has no influence: low number of features
and traits, using the same number of links as in standard Axelrod model, or integrating a fixed agreement threshold.
Nevertheless, to round off, given a higher number of links in the model, for example on a complete graph, the final states
are shifted towards a higher probability of consensus. However, this occurs only for a high number of features and traits,
where the number of traits exceeds the number of features.
From this it can be concluded that in case of attitudinal survey data, there is no inevitable need to examine the network
structure of the social network, using the Axelrod model. Indeed, leaving the model emergences aside, there are differences
in time to come to a stable state. So, if the focus of interest is on the models states with shorter time scale, topology could
become relevant. This could be reasonable for analysing a social network, for example between two critical events, and
therefore to make a short term prediction of the close time points.11


































Although we introduce novel adjustments to the Axelrod model, our results support previous findings from the
iterature and beyond. Within our parameters of interest, the network structure is not essential for the outcome and
he dynamics of the model. Furthermore, the social influence is not only dependent on the social network, but on the
imilarity network (cultural graph [11]), which both determine possible interaction links.
By expanding the parameter space, increasing the number of features and traits, we observe a order–disorder transition.
olding the links throughout the network topologies at the same level, leads to similar final states. Moreover, the velocity
f reaching a stable state changes with the topology, particularly when reaching a global consensus in the model.
We tested models up to a system size of N = 1000. For the integration of attitudinal survey data, this is sufficient,
onetheless, for general assumptions about the system dynamics, we have to view this as a limiting condition. Hence, we
nderline that our findings are limited to a small size of the Axelrod model, and further exploration can be part of future
ork.
On the macro level, the next step would be to analyse a start distribution of the Axelrod model which is different from
iscrete uniformly distributed, in order to get more findings about the influence of topology. Refs [11,28,29,31,32] already
eal with the influence of data specifications on the model and therefore offer a good starting point.
Flache et al. [2] emphasise that there is a lack of empirical work testing the computational social influence models. It is
mportant to integrate real data in the model to bridge the empirical work and theoretical assumptions. Especially when
here are approaches which set the data structure as an essential feature for the models outcome. Despite that, work
ith empirical data could draw attention to relax the assumption of a constant number of traits per feature. Although it
nhances the number of parameters, in the future, we plan to integrate also features with different number of traits to
rovide a more adjustable model for survey data.
On the micro level, the dynamics of the individuals’ attitudes could differ for the underlying network structure. In that
ase, the focus would be an individual’s state or a group state. A top-down approach, deviations from the macro level
onditions to the micro level, is rare in agent-based models, but could be of special interest for social psychologists to
xplore individuals and their environment or group formation processes.
The newly introduced extension of the Axelrod model and the observed behaviour will allow further applications to
ata sets from attitudinal surveys. Choosing the features higher then the traits, the specified social network is negligible.
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